
Cooperative Engagement in the European Southeast

Russia's continuing problems in Chechnya, moreover, point to importance of Western cooperative
engagement with Moscow in Southeast Europe and the Eastern Mediterranean, where CFE standards and
arms control planning are today of greater relevance than in the former theater of East-West military
confrontation in Central Europe. In November 1999 the CFE states signed a treaty adaptation agreement
overhauling the outdated original. However, President Clinton cautioned that he would not submit that
adaptation for U.S. Senate approval until Russia complied with its new weapons ceilings. Russia's new
offensive in Chechnya underscored its unique security concerns and the associated problem of Moscow's
perennial non-compliance with CFE flank-zone limits.29 On its southwestern and southern flanks Russia is
not faced with the prospect of NATO and EU expansion onto former Soviet territory, but neither are its
security concerns mitigated by the stabilizing influences that Euro-Atlantic institutions bring with them to
the Baltic region. After all, the CFE Treaty of itself did very little to enhance Russia's security; indeed, the
transparency required by the treaty could in theory erode Russian security in the event of a conflict with
another CFE signatory such as Ukraine. 30

Further south and east ethnic, religious and territorial disputes trouble Russia's border regions.

Moldova is an example. Russia failed to meet its commitment under the CFE Treaty to remove all
of its military forces from the former SSR of Moldova by the end of 2002 and in December of that year was
given an extra year to withdraw by the OSCE. Russian forces in the country are located in the Trans-
Dniestra region, an enclave for ethnic Russian separatists who Moscow claims are blocking the
withdrawa1.31 Further south still, NATO's 1999 intervention in the Serb province of Kosovo was a trauma
for Moscow's national security establishment. The broadening of the Alliance's mission to include military
force to settle an ethnic conflict and enforce Western human rights standards posed a theoretical threat to
Russia's own geo-strategic interests in light of similar instability along its borders in the Transcaucasus, the
Caspian region and Central Asia. This perception calls for balance and prudence in arms control and
cooperative security initiatives with Russia in the fature.32

Although the Kosovo intervention appeared to confirm many of Russia's worst fears about NATO
dominance in European security, Moscow was ultimately involved in drawing up the terms for Serb
withdrawal from the province and the cessation of air strikes. The continuing challenges on Russia's
southern flank have meanwhile inclined Moscow toward cooperative governance of security in the Eastern
Mediterranean and Transcaucasus through multilateral vehicles such as the OS CE 33 Moscow's use of the
ethnic "Kurdish" card against Turkey, the major NATO state in the region, in order to weaken Turkey's
leverage with Russia over its approach to the Chechen conflict did nothing to influence Moscow's poor
military performances in Chechnya. The fact that it is not in Russia's interest to excite or attempt to exploit
any of the other ethnic quarrels in the region - plus the current want of a coherent Russian strategic vision
- can enhance the role of the OSCE and other organizations concerned with conflict prevention and
resolution.34
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